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Phase behavior of the lattice restricted primitive model
with nearest neighbor exclusion
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The global phase behavior of the lattice restricted primitive model with nearest neighbor exclusion
has been studied by grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations. The phase diagram is dominated by
a fluid �or charge-disordered solid� to charge-ordered solid transition that terminates at the
maximum density �max

* =�2 and reduced temperature T*�0.29. At that point, there is a first-order
phase transition between two phases of the same density, one charge-ordered, and the other
charge-disordered. The liquid-vapor transition for the model is metastable, lying entirely within the
fluid-solid phase envelope. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2192498�
I. INTRODUCTION

Recent theoretical and simulation studies of ionic sys-
tems have improved our understanding of their structure and
thermodynamics.1–8 One of the most successful and simplest
ionic models is the restricted primitive model �RPM�, in
which the ions are viewed as equisized hard spheres carrying
positive and negative charges of the same magnitude. The
RPM exhibits vapor-liquid phase separation and the corre-
sponding critical point was confirmed to belong to the three-
dimensional Ising universality class.9,10

The discretized version of the RPM, the lattice restricted
primitive model �LRPM�, has also been extensively studied
by both simulation11–16 and theoretical approaches.11,17–22 In
the LRPM, positions of the positive and negative ions of
diameter � are restricted to the sites of an underlying simple
cubic lattice of spacing l; the parameter �=� / l specifies how
closely the lattice system approaches the continuum behav-
ior. In addition to the obvious computational advantages,12

since the interactions between all lattice sites are precom-
puted, the lattice model presents some unusual characteris-
tics generally absent from nonionic fluids.23 For �=1, the
most striking feature is an order-disorder transition,11,12

which is not present in the continuous version of the RPM.
There is no gas-liquid transition and the coexistence is be-
tween a low-density disordered phase and an antiferromag-
netically ordered high-density phase. The transition is con-
tinuous �Néel-type line� above and first-order below a
tricritical point. However, for fine discretized lattices with
��3 the vapor-liquid coexistence is recovered and the criti-
cal point and coexistence curves converge to the values
found in the continuum model for increasing values of
�.10,12,24

Several investigations have been performed of the �=1
LRPM with additional short-range attractions14,17 or nearest
neighbor �nn� repulsions.15,18,19 These models present a rich
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phase behavior as the nn strength is varied. For weak or
vanishing nn interactions only order-disorder transitions and
a tricritical point were found, while for increasing nn
strength different scenarios could be possible, depending on
the magnitude of the nn interaction. For short-range attrac-
tions both tricritical and gas-liquid critical points can become
stable,14 while for nn repulsion the continuum-space behav-
ior is recovered.15

The present paper extends the previous study15 of the
LRPM model with variable nearest neighbor repulsion to the
limit of infinite repulsion. The model is thus the lattice re-
stricted primitive model with nearest neighbor exclusion
�LRPM-nn�. This is equivalent to a lattice restricted primi-
tive model of discretization parameter �=�2. Prior theoreti-
cal studies18,19 with first, second, and third nn exclusion in-
dicate close similarity between the LRPM-nn phase diagram
and the results for an off-lattice ionic system at high densi-
ties. Of particular interest to the present work are possible
connections between order-disorder transitions and lower
density vapor-liquid transitions and high-density transitions
between charge-ordered and charge-disordered phases.19

The present paper is organized as follows. The model and
computational details are given in Sec. II. Results are dis-
cussed in Sec. III. We close in Sec. IV with summary and
conclusions.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS

We consider a system of 2N charges, half of them car-
rying charge +q and half charge −q, on a simple cubic lattice.
We enforce nearest neighbor exclusion on the lattice and set
the charge diameter as the unit of length, �=1. The lattice
spacing is then l=1/�2, such that the lattice discretization
parameter12 is defined as �=� / l=�2. The charges interact

through the �continuous space� Coulomb potential,

© 2006 American Institute of Physics09-1
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Uij =
qiqj

Drij
, �1�

where D is the dielectric constant of the structureless solvent
in which the charges are immersed. While some studies of
the phase behavior of the true lattice Coulomb potential are
available,25 most prior studies of lattice RPM models have
been done using the potential of Eq. �1�.

Reduced quantities are defined as follows:

T* =
kBT

E0
, �* =

2N�3

V
, U* =

U

E0
, �2�

where � is the ion diameter �taken as the unit of length�, V is
the volume of the system, U is the energy per ion pair, and
E0=q2 /D� is the magnitude of Coulomb energy between
two ions at close contact. The reduced chemical potential �*

is defined so that at the limit of high temperatures and low
densities, �*→2T* ln N�3 /V, where the factor 2 comes from
the presence of two ions per minimal neutral “molecule”
inserted or deleted in the simulations. With this choice of
reduced units, the maximum density of the system at close
packing is �max

* =�2.
The reduced box length, L*=L /�, is a noninteger quan-

tity, as the lattice spacing is l=1/�2; it is more convenient to
use the lattice spacing as the reducing length in this case, so
we define

L† =
L

l
= �2

L

�
. �3�

The LRPM-nn model studied in the present work is
equivalent to the limiting case of infinite repulsive coupling
to nearest neighbor sites, J→�, in the model studied in Ref.
15. However, Ref. 15 used an effective charge diameter of
�=�2, so that reduced densities and temperatures are higher
in the present study by factors of 2�2 and �2, respectively.
The unit conventions used here facilitate comparisons with
previous studies of the LRPM model12 and the continuous
RPM.26,27

Electrostatic interactions were computed using Ewald
summation with conducting boundary conditions at infinity,
518 Fourier-space wave vectors and real-space damping pa-
rameter �=5. Interactions were precomputed at the begin-
ning of the simulation runs for all possible pairs of lattice
sites and stored in an array for computational efficiency.

We used grand canonical Monte Carlo �GCMC� simula-
tions in cubic boxes subject to full periodic boundary condi-
tions. Two types of moves were utilized, namely, pair addi-
tions and removals and swapping of oppositely charged ions
to enhance sampling of order-disorder transitions. To en-
hance acceptance of the insertion and removal steps we used
distance-biased sampling, following Ref. 28. Particle swaps
constituted up to 60% of attempted moves, depending on
temperature and density.

Multihistogram reweighting24,29,30 techniques were used
to analyze the simulation data. For the critical region we
used mixed-field finite size scaling analysis proposed by
Bruce and Wilding,31 which accounts for the lack of symme-
try between coexisting phases in fluids. We did not attempt to

incorporate corrections for pressure mixing in the scaling
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fields, as any such effects are expected to be small.32 The
Tsypin and Blöte33 limiting distribution for the three-
dimensional Ising model was used for obtaining the critical
parameters. Typical runs involved 108 Monte Carlo steps for
equilibration and 109 steps for production. Such runs re-
quired approximately 10 CPU hours on 3 GHz Pentium 4
processors. Longer runs were performed near the vapor-
liquid critical point and at high densities at which the accep-
tance ratio for insertions and removals was lower. Statistical
uncertainties were obtained from multiple independent runs
with different pseudorandom sequences. The random number
generator “ran2” of Ref. 34 was used for the calculations.

For the charge-disordered solid to charge-ordered solid
part of the phase diagram �or “fluid”-solid�, we were able to
observe direct transitions between the ordered and disordered
phases, as shown in Fig. 1. This established the relative free
energies of the two phases and eliminated the need for ther-
modynamic integration to a reference state of known free
energy. As seen in Fig. 1, for smaller boxes the probability of
intermediate densities is greatly enhanced and the system
readily passes between the two phases. For simulation boxes
much greater than L†=12, sampling is restricted to the phase
from which the simulation is started; it is not possible to
establish a reversible path from the charge-disordered solid
�or fluid� to the charge-ordered solid phases using grand ca-
nonical simulations without umbrella sampling.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the overall phase behavior for the
LPRM-nn model. The “fluid”-solid transition dominates the
phase diagram. It should be pointed out that the designation
“fluid” is not appropriate at high densities. There is no first-
order transition between fluid and solid phases in the �2
lattice hard sphere model to which the present model reduces
at the limit of high temperatures. The �2 lattice hard sphere
model has a second-order transition at a density of
�*�0.59,35,36 above which an fcc-ordered sublattice exists in
the system. The lower-density phase for the LPRM-nn is a
disordered fluid at lower temperatures but becomes increas-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Normalized density distribution, F��*�, at T*=0.15 in
simulation boxes of size L†=12 �continuous line� and L†=8 �dashed line�.
ingly solidlike at higher densities. Near the end point of the
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transition the coexisting phases are both solids with face-
centered-cubic overall arrangement of the particles, if one
ignores the ion charge. For this reason, we enclose the term
fluid in quotation marks when referring to the phase at the
low-density side of this transition, to acknowledge the fact
that the phase changes continuously from a disordered fluid
to a charge-disordered solid.

The vapor-liquid envelope is seen in the inset to Fig. 2 to
be metastable and wholly within the “fluid”-solid boundary.
This is surprising for a system with long-range �Coulombic�
interactions because the lack of a stable liquid phase is usu-
ally associated with short-range attractions.37 This behavior
can be rationalized by considering that the presence of the
underlying lattice greatly stabilizes the solid, thus shifting
the fluid-solid transition to higher temperatures. By contrast,
for systems with very short-range interactions, it is the de-
stabilization of the liquid phase that leads to the disappear-
ance of the vapor-liquid transition. The phase diagram for the
LRPM-nn model is similar to that of the LRPM with �=2,
obtained with large statistical uncertainties in Ref. 12 and
studied theoretically in Ref. 20.

There is some system size dependence observed for the
“fluid”-solid part of the phase diagram, especially at lower
temperatures, as seen from the difference of the apparent
phase boundaries. The smallest of the system sizes shown in
Fig. 2 �L†=8� can accommodate only 256 ions at full pack-
ing; it was included only for comparison purposes. The
larger system �L†=12� can accommodate 864 ions at close
packing, but is still small enough to allow for efficient direct
sampling of the order-disorder transition, as seen in Fig. 1.

The liquid-vapor critical point and phase coexistence en-
velope were obtained for system sizes ranging from L†=14
to L†=24. Because of the lower densities relative to the
“fluid”-solid transition, larger systems were required. Results

FIG. 2. �Color online� Phase behavior of the LRPM-nn model. The “fluid”-
solid transition is indicated by crosses �L†=12� and open circles �L†=8�.
Filled circles mark the vapor-liquid equilibrium phase boundaries obtained
in a box of size L†=24. The inset expands the region around the metastable
vapor-liquid critical point. Statistical uncertainties are smaller than symbol
size.
for the critical parameters are shown in Table I. The apparent
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�system size dependent� critical temperature Tc
*, chemical po-

tential �c
*, and field mixing parameter smix

* were obtained by
minimizing deviations between the universal order parameter
distribution33 and the observed distributions. A typical opti-
mized order parameter distribution is shown in Fig. 3, in
which the abscissa is the mixed-field order parameter,
x=N�U*−smix

* �. The estimates for the critical temperature do
not vary significantly with system size, while the critical
density first increases and then becomes slightly lower with
system size.

These critical parameters can be compared with those for
the related model of Ref. 15 with partial exclusion of nearest
neighbor sites, J=0.3, after taking into account the different
reducing parameters. The J=0.3 model has critical param-
eters �for L†=15� Tc

*=0.0612�1�, �c
*=0.14�2�, very similar to

the LPRM-nn present model which corresponds to J→�.
However, the high-density �solid� phases of the two models
are completely different, as discussed in the paragraphs that
follow.

The critical temperature for the present model is slightly
higher and the critical density is significantly higher than the
continuum RPM, for which Tc

*=0.049 33�5�, �c
*=0.075�1�.10

Vapor-liquid critical parameters for models with �=3, 4, and
5 have been obtained in Ref. 12; the critical temperatures and
densities were found to be higher in coarser lattices, a trend
consistent with the results of the present study.

At relatively high temperatures, Coulombic interactions
become less important than the excluded volume in deter-

TABLE I. Vapor-liquid critical parameters. Numbers in parentheses indicate
statistical uncertainties in units of the last figure shown.

L† Tc
* �c

* smix
* �c

*

15 0.0623�1� −1.5015�1� −0.643�1� 0.132�1�
18 0.0624�1� −1.5021�1� −0.621�1� 0.155�2�
22 0.0622�1� −1.5016�2� −0.630�5� 0.150�4�
24 0.0622�1� −1.5041�1� −0.629�3� 0.148�3�

FIG. 3. �Color online� Order parameter distribution, F�x�, for a system of
L†=24 at conditions corresponding to the critical point listed in Table I.
Points are simulation data and the line represents the analytical approxima-
tion of Ref. 33 for the three-dimensional Ising universality class limiting
distribution. Simulation statistical uncertainties are comparable to symbol

size.
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mining the equation of state for the LPRM-nn model. At the
limit of very high temperatures, we have already mentioned
that the model is equivalent to a �2 lattice hard sphere
model. At higher densities a fcc-ordered solid appears and at
close packing every sphere occupies an ordered position. In
LRPM-nn, the high-temperature solid is substitutionally dis-
ordered with respect to charge type. The continuous RPM
model26,27,38 has a transition from a charge-disordered to a
charge-ordered solid phase at temperatures near T*�0.29.
The fully occupied LRPM charge-ordered to charge-
disordered phase transition has been investigated
previously13 and found to have a first-order transition at the
same temperature. The phase behavior of Fig. 1 has the same
transition at a similar temperature range.

The structure of the ion-ordered solid is shown in Fig. 4.
The structure is P4/mmm �tetragonal�, identical to the “fcc”-
ordered structure observed at high densities for the con-
tinuum RPM.26,27,38 This structure has not yet been observed
experimentally in systems of oppositely charged colloids.39

In Ref. 40, the character of the transition between ordered
and disordered solid phases for the continuous RPM was
investigated using constant-pressure Monte Carlo simula-
tions and found to be “weakly first order.” For the LRPM-nn
model, the densities of the coexisting phases �ordered and
disordered solids� are seen in Fig. 2 to converge at the maxi-
mum density �max

* =�2. Normalized probability distributions
for the densities and energies are shown in Fig. 5 at T*

=0.28 for two system sizes, L†=12 and L†=8. The apparent
“noise” at low energies �to the right of the bottom part of the
graph� is due to the finite number of states with one, two,
etc., vacancies in the lattice model. For the smaller box, den-
sities and energies corresponding to both phases are sampled
in a single run. There is no hint of two peaks in the density
distribution, but the energy distribution shows a clear sepa-
ration of states into higher energy �less negative, disordered�

FIG. 4. �Color online� Structure of the solid, L†=12. Different shades �col-
ors� represent oppositely charged ions.
and lower energies �ordered�. For the larger box size, the
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simulations get trapped in the phase from which they are
started; even though the density distributions of the two runs
at identical chemical potentials overlap at �*�1.39, there is
no overlap in the energy distributions.

We have computed the density difference between the
charged-ordered and charged-disordered phases near the
transition end point by using energy �rather than density� to
identify the phases. In other words, referring to Fig. 5, we
collected the density under the charge-ordered �more nega-
tive energy� and charge-disordered �less negative energy�
phases. The results allow us to extend the coexistence enve-
lope to higher temperatures for which the density differences
are small. The results for the density difference ��* as a

FIG. 5. �Color online� Density �top� and energy �bottom� distributions,
F��*� and F�U*� at T*=0.28, �*=0.8. Solid line: L†=12, started from dis-
ordered solid; dashed line: L†=12, started from ordered solid; dot-dashed
line: L†=8.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Density difference between charged-ordered and
charged-disordered phases for L†=12 �crosses� and L†=8 �open circles�.
Statistical uncertainties are comparable to symbol size. Lines are linear-

least-squares fits to the points over the range indicated.
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function of temperature are shown in Fig. 6. The linear-least-
squares fits to the points are indicated as lines in Fig. 6.
These give in turn the temperature at which the first-order
transition occurs with no density discontinuity, as
T*=0.295�2� for L†=8 and T*=0.291�3� for L†=12. At that
limit, both coexisting phases are at the closed-packed den-
sity, �*=�max

* =�2. A fluid-solid phase transition with no den-
sity discontinuity has been established for the Gaussian core
model.41 Experimentally, several metallic elements, in par-
ticular, Ce, Cs, Ba, and Eu, have melting lines of zero slope
in the pressure-temperature plane,42–44 also indicating a
fluid-solid transition with no density discontinuity.

It is of interest to compare our results to the field-
theoretic study of Ciach and Stell19 for the LPRM-nn and to
simulations of Abascal et al.40 and Bresme et al.26 for the
continuous RPM at high densities. The main difference be-
tween our results and these prior studies is that we find that
the charge-ordered and charge-disordered solids have a first-
order transition with zero density difference at the closed-
packed density. We speculate that such a transition may also
be found in the continuous RPM near the close-packed den-
sity, as our findings seem to be generally consistent with
those of Ref. 40.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the phase diagram of the lattice re-
stricted primitive model with nearest neighbor exclusion
�LPRM-nn�, using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation
and histogram reweighting techniques. The global phase dia-
gram is dominated by the “fluid”-solid transition, which
starts with a large density gap between a dilute gas phase and
the solid at low temperatures. The transition ends at
T*=0.291�3� as a first-order transition between charge-
ordered and charge-disordered phases of the same density,
�*=�2. First-order transitions between phases of the same
density in one-component systems have been observed for
several metallic elements and for the Gaussian core model.

The liquid-vapor phase transition for the model was de-
termined to be metastable, lying entirely within the “fluid”-
solid phase envelope. The metastable critical point for the
transition was obtained as Tc

*=0.0622�1�, �c
*=0.148�3�, val-

ues higher than for the continuum RPM but consistent with
previously determined trends for discretized lattice models.

While the broad outline of the phase diagram is consis-
tent with theoretical predictions,19 our results differ from
these predictions in some important aspects. In particular, the
liquid/fcc-disordered transition is not present in our system.
Our results are in near-quantitative agreement with calcula-
tions of ordered-disordered fcc phase transitions for the con-
tinuum RPM.40 However, we find that the charge-ordered
and charge-disordered phases maintain a first-order transition
even though there is no density difference between the coex-
isting phases.
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